A rare silver coin of the Iceni, struck in Norfolk over 2000 years ago, was recently found by a metal detectorist in East Anglia. It shows a man’s head with one eye blinded (or closed) and with another eye – a third eye, an open eye – in his mouth. Who is he? What is he doing?

I think he may be an Icenian counterpart of the Norse god Odin (German Woden, Anglo-Saxon Wotan) who sacrificed one eye in order to gain wisdom and the gift of prophecy. I think this amazing coin depicts the deity looking inwardly into the future – not with his physical eyes, but with his “inner eye” or “third eye” – and foretelling the future like a shaman or seer; in other words, he seems to be speaking with the all-seeing, all-knowing “eye of God”. This is why I believe Odin (or whatever his Icenian name was) is portrayed here with an eye in his mouth – he is speaking with insight – and this is why I call the coin “Odin’s Eye”.

You may well wonder how a Scandinavian/Germanic god came to be on an ancient British coin, especially when that coin was minted hundreds of years before the Anglo-Saxons and Vikings invaded Britain. Dr. Daphne Nash Briggs, author of Coinage in the Celtic World (Seaby 1987, Spink 2004) thinks that an ancient Germanic ancestry may have influenced the language, iconography and coin inscriptions of the Iceni and cites their famous Norfolk Wolf gold staters as evidence of this (Chris Rudd List 100, July 2008, pp.8-9, Chris Rudd List 110, March 2010, pp.2-4). Strangely, partially concealed “spirit eyes” also occur on the coins of another eastern British tribe, the Corieltavi.

Moreover, a number of Iron Age coins of northern and north-eastern Gaul – those parts of Gaul most obviously influenced by Germanic culture – give prominent display to the “eye of God”. One of them, a cast potin coin of the Sueiones, is nothing short of fantastic. On one side we see a man with an eye in his mouth, like the Odin’s Eye coin but treated more realistically; on the other side we see Tyr (a son of Odin) with his left hand in the jaws of the wolf.

Figs.1a & b. Does the oral eye mean speaking with foresight? Odin’s Eye silver unit of the Iceni, c.50-30 BC, ABC 1537 var. Only five recorded. Found in East Anglia, 2011.

Fig.2. Odin lost an eye to find wisdom and the gift of prophecy. How did the Iceni become aware of this myth as early as the 1st century BC?

Fig.3a. Wodan head sceat, Denmark, c.AD 710-740, Series X, type 31. Found in Essex, 1997.

Fig.3b. Christ head sceat, Middle Anglia, c.AD 690-710. Series BZ, type 29b. Found in Norfolk, 1997. The Christ head on coin has a Wodan-style forked beard. A diplomatic attempt to reconcile two conflicted faiths?

Fig.3c. Wodan head sceat, East Midlands (?) c.AD 715-725, Type 30b. Found in Oxfordshire c.1997.

Fig.4. Christ was hanged on a cross, Odin on a tree. Both were believed to be resurrected, both had the insight of a “single eye” and both had followers in East Anglia, where Odin’s Eye had been minted 700 years earlier. Relief from Roman ivory casket, c.AD 425.
Fenrir who is standing on a sun-wheel. A superb specimen of this mythologically fascinating coin – as remarkable as it is rare – was recently sold for 2400 euros. Another weird potin, also of the Suessiones, shows a big “eye of God” with an eyebrow (or eyelashes) composed of a bristly-backed boar; this potin is occasionally found by metal detectorists in Britain where, not surprisingly, it is known as “Soissons Eye Boar.”

The idea of the “eye of God” or the “third eye” is by no means confined to northern Europe; it occurs in many ancient and medieval belief systems all over the world, particularly in the Middle East and Far East. For example, the “eye of Horus” of ancient Egypt, the “eye of Shiva” of Hinduism, the “eye centre” of Sikhism, and the “eye of wisdom” or “eye of dharma” of Buddhism – an organ of inner vision, expressed in Islam by “breaking the barrier of the two eyes”. Eskimos call their shamans and seers “the people with eyes”. Both Plato and Clement of Alexandria say that the “eye of the soul” is not only single but immobile. Plotinus, St Paul, St Augustine, St John Climacus, Philotheus of Sinai, Elias the Ecdosite and St Gregory of Nazianus all talk about the “eye of the heart” or the “eye of the spirit”, as do most of the Sufi mystics of Islam. And Jesus Christ is apparently referring to a “spiritual eye” or “inner eye” when he says: “The light of the body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be single, thy whole body shall be full of light” (Matthew 6:22). Presumably...
the light of enlightenment rather than daylight or the light of an oil lamp?

Images of the “inner eye” and “eye of God” are still around today, not just on New Age websites and in Californian meditation classes, but also in the hard-nosed world of money. Look at the back of a US 1 dollar bill and you’ll soon see what I mean. The Odin’s Eye silver coin will be sold by auction by Elizabeth Cottam of Chris Rudd on Monday, 12 September.
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**Fig.12.** In 1939 an American surgeon, Dr. Julian Johnson, said that the “third eye” is “situated back of the eyes on a level with the lower part of the eyeballs, but exactly in the centre of the brain cavity, at a point in the subtle body, corresponding to the position of the pineal gland. That is the seat of the mind and soul.” An opinion not shared by many other doctors.

**Figs.13a & b.** A Masonic “eye of God” watches over this US banknote which says “In God we trust” and “He has favoured our undertakings.” Oh yeah? Maybe if US bankers and hedge-fund managers had had Odin’s eye they would have seen the future more clearly.